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he late 1950~ IS ~rg uahlv <>ne of rhc great
wate rsht~d p_,riod.1 in Americ~n poetry.
The public"tion of Allen Gmsbcrg's
Howl & Ocher Poems ( 1956), Theodore Roethke's

Words for the Wind ( L958) , W.D. Snodgr~s>'s Heart's
Needle (1959), Robert Lowell's life Studies ( 1959 ) , and
Anne Sexton's To Bedlam and Part Way Back (1960)
dislodged th e dominance of mid-century formalism.
Besides the lox,.,ening of form, what became cenrra l to
a poet:, reputatio n ~ ~ the brink of t he 1960s was th e
author's candor in recounting his o r her most privat e
experience and emotions within the poem. By the
mid-1960s, a new ge n eration of poets had succeeded
in throwing off the academic rest raint of post-war
American poetics that had been dominated by the
in fluence of Auden and the New C rit ics. Not o nly
had th e~ yo unger poe ts broken through the b~rriers
of fonn, ofte n writing wit hout the net of Tef,'lllar rhyme
and meter, they had abo broken o ther t aboos by
confiding in their poems the mo$t personal or salacio us
episodes fro m their pri vate lives-their breakdowns,
affairs, alcoholism, and other sordid stuff.
Lowell's Life Studies-arguably the most influe nrial
collection of its time- ai well as the work of so-called
"post-confessional" poet.> of the 1980s and '90s depends
upon poetic conventio ns that date back to the English
R omantics, especially Coleridge and Wo rdsworth .
ln Life Snulies Lowell premiered a lhttened , more
colloquia l, Will ia msesque line, permitting only a
residual presence of the meter and rhyme for which he
h ad hcl'll juMiy acci<Jimed . But Lowell 's breakthrough
work in Life Studies owes a d ebt as much to the English
Romantics as it does to W.C. Williams o r the Beats.
By th e late 1970s and earl y '80s, the mode of writing
imroduced by Con fe~s ional poetry had become so
domimmt within the poet ic mainstream that its
rhetor ica l strategies became almost paradigmat ic.
C ritics began to emp loy terms such as "sincerity"
and "artihce" to describe the contrasting personal
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and impersonal modes for writing poems: the fo rmer
underscoring the "n~turalness'' of voice and t he
candid reporuge of private personal experience; the
la tter underscoring the prominence or visibility of
craft , inc luding traditional elements of prosody, in th e
poem. In 1980, poet/critic Jo nathan Holden described
contemporary poe ts' favo ring "n~turalness" ofvoice over
"craft," writing that the principle problem had become
"how much conspicuous artfulness a poem sh ould
display."' Holden 3fKueJ that: "The rno re personal a
poem is--the more a poem purports to be about the self
of the a utho r- the mo re the question of how sincere
the poem sound' will be a factor in o ur judgmem of
it. A nd t he greater the ri!<Juirement for sincerity is,
the mo re questionable will be the ro le of cra ft."~ Of
course, as the '80s dawned, despite t he emergence of
Langu<t!(e Poetry and also the rise of New Formalism,
the autobiographical lyric that combined emotiun :1lly
charged imagery and plain-style person al statement had
become de rigueur in mainsrrcam Ameri can poe try
and came to represent fo r disse nting poet/cri t ics like
C harles Bernstein a hegemonic "official verse culture."'
Since the 1990s, autob iographic personaI poetry, as the
dominant mode of the poetic mainstream, has become
a much -contested site. The mainstreHm, as I refer to it,
has been represented since the late '70s largely by free
verse poets, most associated with MFA programs--as
opposed tcJ poets associated with Language writing or
other "experimentalist" schools in the postmodem
av:mr-garde.
The major poems by a significant number of these
poets offer the reader a dramatically enh anced version
of the autho r's private experience, usuall y in the form
of a domestic lyric o r lyric narmtivc, and lind closure
with a psychological e piphany. The speaker in these
poems is a figure ! call the lyric self, a voice positio ned
ro speak as the poet 's- a n authorial speaker. The lyric
self may no t be identical to the aut hor's actual se lf
in rea l life, but is a facsimile , alte red to some degree
by the imaginative necessities of the poem. It is my
contentio n th at the lyric self's emergence pre-dares
Lowe ll and his confessional heirs, making its earliest
and most inRuential appearance in English-language
poetry in the Conversation Poems of Samuel Taylor
Coleridge written a t the end of the 18"' century.
The lyric self is in fac t a Romantic construc tion whrn;e
viability depends upon conventions that encourage the

reader's belief in t he r<lem <IS :J rcptesen t:Jt ion of the
autho r's authenr.ic lived experience or emotion outside
the.poem. S uch conventio ns require tharrhc readcrtrust
m, even insist upon, rh<· autho ri al speaker/protagonist\
sincerity, suggesting that the poem's succeso arises
mme from the text's emorion al candidness or level of
personal di>closu re than its mastery of language and
crait . Thus, the poet's "vo ice" in such poetry must
con vey to the reader the imprimatur of the author's
personality or temperament in the world o utside the
poem. The c ritic Jed Ra.,ul<t in The American Poetry
Wax Museum citing John Koeche, argues that this
sort of writi ng enco urages a "poetics of the ' individu al
voice' thar valomes authentic ity and · fide lity ro irs
origins in prepoe tic experie nce or emo tion:•• Thus, it
makes perfect sense for Jo natha n H olden ro argue that
the greater the poem's req uirement fo r s incerity, the
greater the need that t he poem's craft be invisible.
Despit e its purported fide lity t o authentic experience,
the poem none theless remaim a li te rary artifact-a
text-and as such can at best only be a ' im ulacrum,
the measure of whose sincerity or authent icity must
he determined by the reader. Stephen Dunn claims
that: "Sincerity is something other than what one
'honestly' asserts, and it is arrived at with the help
of a mask."1 Dunn fu rther claims t hat for irs sincerity
to be· convincing, a poem re lies upon the succes.ful
deployment of artifice which the poet, like a successful
con artist, uses to convince the reader. Dunn writes:
"I want to feel a deep sincerity of purpo:;e, the artifice
almost invisible. ' 00 lt is my purpose in thesepages to make
the artifice visible, to examme r hetor ical strategies that
poems in the autobiograph ic mode frequentl y utilize to
persuade readers of t heir authenticity. A number of
such poems, which I call the modem Conversation poem,
depend upon t he same rhetorical strategy Coleridge
devised fo r his disc.ursive, blank -verse Conversation
poems written bet ween 1794 and 1798.
THE C oNvERSATION PoEM

itie s apply t he tenn Conversation poem t o nine
Coleridge's poems, seven of which he grouped
together under the heading "Meditative Poems in
Blank Ver'6e" in his 1817 collection Sibylline Leaves.
The three examples best known by modem readers are
"The Eolian Harp," "This Lime-Tree Bower My Prison,"
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and "Frost at Midnight." The Conversation poems are
characterized by ~n informality ofdiction and relaxation
of svntax. Coleri,lgc wrote in his Biowaphia Literaria
thM h e had wanrcd these poems ro be "replete with
every excellence of tho ught , image , :md p;l~sion-yet
so worded, th~t the rc:..kr " ' cs no reason either in the
selection o r t he mdn n f the words, why he might not
have s~id the very same in an ><ppropriate conversHtion."
In hi> notes tu Culeridgc\ Selected P o<'tnS, eminent
C oleridge sc holar Richard Holmes points out that
the new, intimate form that Coleridge had created is
intended to embody "'imaginary conversations' ... held
with particular peopk" and that the form is "halfway
between the traditional l8'h·ccntury verse-letter or
' episde,' and a more psychological t<.mn of Romantic
meditation or autobio~raphy."'
'What is so striking about these poems is rhe way
the speaker is able to establish a sense intimacy with
rhe reader through the poem's deployment of rhetoric,
while at the same rime disguising the poem's blank
ven;e prosody with plain-style diction and minimal use
of figural ornament. The reader is positioned in the role
of the speaker's friend to whom the poem is addressed.
The poem's rhetoric is precisely constructed so as to
take the reader into rhe spe~ker's confidence:

·.
·-.·:·.·.····.1·

•'·. .·.. !
'.

f!

...From thy spirit-breathing powers
I ask not now, my friend! the aiding verse,
Tedious to thee, and from thy anxious thought

Of dissonant mood. In f.nc y (well I know)
From business wandering far and local cares,
Thou creepest round a dear-lov'd Sister's bed
With noisclc.s step, and watchest the fJint look,

Soothing each pang with fond solicitude,
And tenderest tones of medicinal love.
I too a Sister had, an only SisterShe lov'd me dearly, and I doted on her'
To hct l pour'd forth all my puny sorrows
(As a sick Patient in

<1

Nurse\; ums)

And of the heart those hidden maladies

That e'en from Friendship's eye will shrink iiSh<tm'd.
0: I have wak'd at midnight, and h:l\'e wept.
&:cause she was nor!--Cheerily, dear Ch.ulcs!
Thou thy hcst friend shalt chcnsh many a \Tilt:
Such warm presages feel I of h1gh Hope.'

In "To a Friend,'' the reader is situated "' the
interlocutor, sitting alongside the pc-.cr's friend Charb
Lamb, with whom the ro~t/speaker wmmiscratcs ,,J,lln
their love for their sisters---Lamb's sister is oilin~; the
poet's sister has died. Coleridge, as the speaker. im;lgines
his friend's suffering over the invalid sister he has heen
nursing. Such imaginings lead the speaker ro recall his
own affection for his dead sister. Through linking the
speaker and interlocutor's feelings for their sisters, rhe
poem establishes its rhetoric of empathy, implicating
the reader as a participant in the construction of the
poem's emotions. As the silent interlocutor, the reader's
camaraderie is also implicit in the poem. The title itself
'To a Friend," as well as the poem's familiar forms of
address turn the reader into the spe~lcer's f~rni Iiar, ~n
intimate to whom the speaker can confide: "Thus far
my scanty br>~in hath built the rhyme / Elaborate and
swelling: yet the heart f Not owns It.'~
It is difficulr without resorting to the antiseptic
language of linguistics to describe how this posititming
of the listener actually works. Linguists haw nlltt•tl
that conversation is a cooperative form pf discmme.
According to Paul Werth: "Conversations <>Ccur in
social situations, between participants bearing social
Alan Soldofsl<y
relationships with each other, and having certain
Conversational goals, which can- be viewed in terms
of social functions. "" Also that "Conversational goals poem f,lrm by modifym~ pers..mal lettcl"li that ht•
may also be viewed in rerms of intended meaning. A
wmte to friends, s..•metimcs inw'l"•ratin~ vcr:;c.
C'.onversational contribution... is from this viewpoint The rcbti<mship between poet ;m,! reader in such
a message having a co-operative function, i.e. it circumstances W<•uld tlpcratc mud1 likt: that ht·tw<'Cll
is an integral part of a jointly-entered contract tn letrer writer anJ ~Jdrcsscc. As in C<lnwr>ation, the
make sense."11 Coleridge derived his Convcrsatilmal writer of a pcrn •nal lcm·r and it~ Tl'Cipicnt share ~
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the human voice we hear arising from print. "10
Collins also questions whether "aesthetic distance"
is still privileged. He writes: "What we really ch erish
is its opposite-what William Matthews has called
'aesthetic intimacy.'"11 What brings readers to value
such intimacy is the reader's participation in what I have
previously called the rhetoric of empathy. The reader
becomes invested in the speaker as a psychologically
transparent and inviolable presence, a presence that
for the reader represents a v irtual self behind the text
with whom he or she can imagine having a rapport.
Modem readers have responded to the all-too-human
claims of such textually const ituted selves since the
generation ofLowell. It seems that a Post-Confessional
poetic decorum has arisen which legitimizes poems as
autobiographic texts much more readily than as texts
constructed as fictions.
Collins adds that such an autobiographical reading
seems more inevitable once we become familiar with
a larger body of work by poets "with whom we have
fonned long-standing alliances. The more we read of
any one poet, the mo re clearly a human shape begins
to emerge which we come to recognize as the human
Berryman, th e human Bishop. Eventually, we develop-
sometimes against our wishes-a kind of interior soap
opera, or call ira wax museum of poets--figural images
we can v isit and eve n comm une with."18

&. so I bear myself. llr.now I live apart.

But havehad long evenines of convetsatioo,
The faces of which betrayed
No separac:ion from a place or time. Now,
In the middle of my life,
A WOID31l of delicate bearinc gives me
Her hand, &. friends
Are so enclosed within my rea.oning
l am occasionally them."

When poet/speaker says his grief is that he bean no
grief"& so I bear myself,~ the implicit question is bear
(bare) himself to whom? The answer would seem to
implicate the reader, the confidant .whose pl'e8el\cc is
constellated by the poem's empathic rhetoric. Would it
not be the reader-as-confidant with whom the speaker
has had "long .evenings of conversation"? In that
context "llcnow I live apart" can be read as either that
the speaker lives at a remove from others in a solitude
that encourages the expression of his inwardness. Or
that he lives (a)pan-plays a role, creates a lyric self
within the text that fulfills the tranSaCtion with the
reader required to produce the poem's meaning.
The second reading would seem to be reinforced
by the lines, "& friends/ Are so enclosed within my
rearoning/ I am occasionally them."11 By locating
friends as "enclosed within my reasoning," the poet/
speaker suggests that such friends remain an intimate
presence, absent or not. Indeed, would not the friends
enclosed within the spealcer's re11501ling abo implicate
A CoNFIDENCE GAME
the presence of the reader, who like there absent
on Anderson 's. poem, "In Autumn," originally friends has been taken into the speaker's confidence?
publb hed in 1974, follows the storyline of a By locating the reader as both interlocutor and frierid,
the poem generates its rhetoric of empathy. However,
Coleridgeian na rrat ive- the journeying out , epiphany
finding, circ ling back scenario described by Cramer. in actuality the poet/speaker is unlikely to be a friend,
Anderson's poem begins with the poet/speaker going or even an acquaintance (unless the reader knows the
out to gather firewood near his home. When th e work actual Jon Anderson). O r perhaps is not an actual
is done , h e climbs a h ill from the top of which he can person at all, but a fictional figure. Thus, the poem
could be said t o construct a confidence glliTll!', a net ion in
look down on his house and the river valley below:
which the speaker is positioned rhetorically to promote
the reader's investment in an actual person, the poet
...Th e river
behind the poem, who the reader construcll , based
Belo w was a thK:k, dark line.
upon whom he takes the speaker to be.
My house was 4uaint

J

I sat, not thoughtful,
lost in the body awhile1 9

He then returns home, t aking the "back way, winding
I through s.tands o( cedar and pine."20 On this wind~
journey home, the poet/speaker may be seen as entenng
Dante's woods-the selva oscura--rul<l having entered
becoming reflective.
I can tell you where I live.
My grief is that I bear no grief

Howaro.iTranK mosuer
suorr11i~ton pnz;e

our habit ol readlllll the "I" In a conversational lyric
an "authentk" autobiographical ~er. the
Convenational conventions themaelves have become
ripe to be thetnMUed and~. In5repbtn ~Nvt's
"Biography in the First Person," the poct-Cooks5ianal
decorum is used against Itself. The poem begiN:
8$

Thil is nor the way (Ill\.
Really. lam much mlkr In ~non.
the hairlint I ClOI'o«<ll reiChes back
to my pndfathtr, and tht lhynesa my wik
will nor bel~ve In has at. .ys been why
I wu bold on ~nt d.tes.u
8y raisinll an expectation, as the tide does, that the
"I" represena an authentic penon.-n autobiographic
spealcer-the Paat-Confeational habitll of readlna
m usually reinforced. But habi!J d reading can bt
disrupted if a Conversational maxim is lmowinely
violated. Dunn's poem appears to deliberately violate
the maxim of 00( speakinl what is known to be falte.
Yet, for the poem to uhieve iu ironic effect, the reader
must detect, from the very openintt lines, lhat the
speaker is not tellil'l8 the tnuh. As the ironies m.uhirly,
the speaker's veracity is increa.slnttiY undermined.
Bccaute o( the speak.er's unreliability, the reader
cannot detennine the ttaruparency ol the lpelker's
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hat the speaker in a Conversation poem is taken
to be autobi<Jeraphic is determined in large part
by the reader's perception ol the speaker's reliability,
by the degree of aesthetic intima<:y the speaker
allows, and how cloeely the speaker's discourse
conforms to the Convenational maxims. Given
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utterance, or whether the urterart(:e further obfuscates
the speaker's meaning:
I am somewhat older man you can tell.
~ early deaths have decomposed

behind my eyes, leaving lines apparently caused
by smiling. My voice still rdlects me time
I believed in prar.er as a way o( getting
what I wanted. I am none o( my cl01hes." ·

what otherwise might be read as revelatory, Dunn's
poem exposes and interrogates its own Conve=tional
strategies: "My poems are approximately true. / The
games I play and how I play them I are the arrows
you should follow."' 5 One ol the arrows the reader is
instructed to follow warns: ~...Be careful: /1 would like
to make you believe in me."26

CONS'IRUCTING 1HE GENUINE
Because the speaker's utterance cannot be read as
transparent, the reader cannot feel confident of the . stephen Dunn in his essay "the poet as fictionist,"
argues that, "we need to enlarge our sense of what
lyric self's sincerity. Thus, the reader cannot determine
the poem's degree of fidelity to the speaker's authentic can constitute the personal so that it includes the
experience. Or whether the speaker is an authentic kindred and alien experiences of our fellow humans." l7
penon at . all. The poem not only fails to generate And that "Poet/fictionists know that their true love is
aesthetic intimacy but also ironires such intimacy's the poem-that experience made of words--not the
production. Although this poem participates in the experience behind it...This may mean that...we're
conventions ci the Conversational mode, the spealc.er primarily interested in phrasing and pacing not to
is knowingly playing the confidence game. And mention the exploration of the inherent largersubject...
tells us so. He tells us that he disguises rather than which we must remember is not peculiar toourselves."18
reveals himself; the speaker is "none of his clothes." To produce such poems, Dunn recommends poets
And although the speaker sell-consciously points to ushould feel free to employ whatever we need in order
the poem's Convel"33tional strategies, the speaker's to approximate our sense of the real, which (Marianne)
claims appear to be little more than a tease. Given Moore would call 'the genuine."'29 Yet Dunn's position
the spea}.:er's unreliability, even his most seemingly appears to be consistent with the Post-Confessional
tranSparent statement becomes ironized. By ironizing poetic decorum, that even if the poem does not contain

nebraska

summer

writers'.
conference

an exact replica ofexperience, it should contain a d ose
"approximation." Despite Dunn's desire for poetry
not to be determined by what is autobiographically
authentic, h is argument still privileges the discourse
of sincerity. His "fictionist's credo" echoes Grice's
Conversational Maxims.
Yet, by suggesting that a poem's subject encompll&§
what is outside the poet's actual experience, Dunn
argues for stretching the limits of the Post-Confessional
poetic decorum-whose conventions are showing ·
signs of exhaustion. Indeed, autobiographic poetry
recently has become less dominant within the poetic
mainstream, having been the subject of nearly three
decades of almost continuous critique from both the
postmodemist avant-garde· and the nee-formalists
for producing a poetry that has become incr~asingly
derivative and banal.
In what manner have Some poems in the
Conversational mode attempted to interrogate the
discourse ofsincerity, to disentangle the lyric $elf from
the actuality ci prior. experience and thus explore
"the inherent larger subject," to use Dunn's phrase,
"not peculiar to ourselves"?30 Linda Gregg's "Asking
for Directions"" suggests the Iaeger subject in its
deployment of declarative language in an effon ro
objectify lyric subjectivity, but only partially succeeds
.in doing so. Jorie Graham's "Region of Unlikeness~n
moves further in the direction of the Iaeger subject,
utilizing a more radical srriltegy of narrative disruption
to expose the lyric self as a rhetorical construct, and
suggesting that language can be generative of our sense
of the real.
.
Gregg's poem presents the testimony of an authorial
female speaker addressing a "you," her presumably
married lover whom she is accompanying to C hicago
from Manhattan by train as he returns home to his
family. The poem documenrs the last hours the lovers
spend together, apparently having agreed to end their
affair prior to the start of the poem. The "you" is
situated as a silent interlocutor to whom the speaker
recounts events in which he is both a participant
and in the recounting a spectator-a position shared
by the reader. As is characteristic of poems in the
Conversational mode, the ")" and "you" possess a
common body of personal knowledge and concerns,
a common ground not wide ly available to others, yet
to which the reader is privy. Although theatrically
dramatized, the "I" in the poem reports the end of the
affair in a narrative seemingly unenhanced by rhetoric
or figurative ornament.
The poem opens in the cond itional tense: "We could
have been mistaken for a married couple / riding the
train from Manhattan to C hicago I the last time we
were together."n The use of the G,Ond itional positions
the reader as a .spectator who might casually assume,
observing the couple, that they were married. The
couple is represented behaving in a manner that
signifies intimacy, "I slept across your I chest and
stomach without asking permission." l< However, the
conditional also generates the line's verbal irony-the
couple's marital status is deliberately misidentified. The
misreading ofthe couple as married is in fact the product
of the speaker's subjectivity, not the spectator's gaze.
T he reader is quickly led to understand the couple's
relationship is adulterous by the poem's deployment
of Conversational conventio ns that take the reader/
spectator into the speaker's confidence. If the reader
presumes the speaker's language to be transparent,
according to the Conversational Maxims, the speaker's
utterance will be judged to be true. The reader's Post·
Confessional habits of reading also reinforce the belief
that the speaker's narrative is genuim:,.objectifying the
.
retelling of her difficult personal situation.
· ~t the <;onditional tense a lso compels fhe,reader
to grapple v;ith the language, panicularly the degree
to which ·an utterance such as "We could have been
mistaken for..." ~an be ,read as lcnowin&ly being tiUe
or false. On .
.
can the reader determine
th~ speaker's
·
not~~

readm'we"dO

.·blow .

~~ •lniat~~~--

.

~~~-~:~~·t
. ·~4 ·
.:,..,

·.

' -:··· ·:
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That the speaker In a Conversation poem is taken
to be autobiographic is determined in large part bH

***

the reader's perception ot the speaker's reliability,

Joshua Marie Wilkinson
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by the degree ot aesthetic intimactJ the speaker allows,

oat of the Can fal Duk
APoem in Fragments

and how dose!H the speaker's discourse contorms
to the Conversational maxims.

"The epigraph to

Wilkinson's stunnlniJ
ourselves in "the in-be tween places, the world I with its genuine Marianne Moore speaks of. The experience of
back turned ro us,"" reliant upon th e language through authentic ity (or semblance to the real ) results from
which the spea ker n arrates the scenes of the lovers th e reade r decoding the language according to Post
pan ing. Th e speaker's self-consciousness, which the Confessional habits of reading, attributing to the
Conversational mode foregrounds, emphasizes that in speaker elements peculiar to the poet's autobiography
addition to the lovers' drama what is also being staged and not the inherent larger subject which, as in the
by the poem is the speaker's subjectivity- the speaker's case- of "Asking for Directions," limits the poem to
desire to possess her beloved, to n ot let ·him go. So is being read within the discourse of sincerity.
the· speaker's claim plausible th at she and her lover
could have been mistaken for a married couple ?What
Tm DREAM oF AuTHENTICITY
distinguis hes a married couple from any o ther? The
claim's purpose would see m less a matter of representing
orie Grah am's "Region of Unlikeness~ begins in
a demonstrable truth than th e speake r's quixotic
·the second person, a "you" read as the mirrored "I"
version of it. The speaker's reliability, therefore , is
of the authorial speaker-a common practice within
contingent upon the reader recognizing the speaker's
the post -Confessional poetic decorum. The poem's
desire as implicit within the poem, which also exposes
narrative, however, self-consciously foregrounds its
the poem's reliance on Conv ersationa l conventions-
own conventions, interrogating t he sub jectivity that
on its playing the confidence game.
the deployment of the second person speaker exposes:
By reading the narrative evidence as reliable, the
reader determines the speaker's utterance , although
You wake up and you don't know who it is there breathing
saturated by h er subjectivity, h er desire, is genuine:
beside you (the world is a diffetMt place from what it

ntwbooltpromlses a

llBht 1n which·~
thing Is meant for you
I And nothing need ~

explained.' He gives us
entry Into a logbook
full of riven epiphanies,
ungettable coherences,
e>~er·intettUpted plots, and stabbing moments of
visual. narrative, and emotional cluity. Hil obliquttJeJ
and hauntingly uzgent interrogations reinwnt time,
perception, lUid. story and cast us Into dusu of lofJ!c

J
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Emily Rosko

bw GooU IB.wutto~

seems)

There was
a smell to the sheepskin lining of your new ·
Chinese vest that I didn't recognize. I felt
it deliberately...
...In the station
you took your things and handed me the vest,
then left as we had planned. So you would have
ten minutes w meet yoor family and leave.
I srood by the seat dared by exhaustion
and the absoluteness of the end, so still I was
aware of myself brearhing. I put on che vest
and my ~:oat, got my bag and, ru ming, saw you
through the ditty window standing outside looking
up at me."'
Nonetheless, the line "I felt it delibera tely," whi~:h
th e speaker interjects after smelling the lining of
her lover's vest, theatricalizes th e loss that the poem
memorializes. Such deliberately . heightened self
consciousness suffuses th e final moments between the
lovers, seeing each other a last time through the dirty
train window, leading to the speaker's :wertion "'That
moment is what I will tell a£ as p mof I that you loved
me permanently." 31 Here is another line whose truth
would seem not wholly demonstrable.
How can the moment when "We looked at each
other without any I expression at all" 38 be proposed
as plausible proof of !ove1 Perhaps by putting on the
vest her lover handed her, enclosing herself within an
artifact of his presence , the speaker offers evidence of
his love's continuance. Or perhaps the claim coostirutes
another instance of verbal irony, giving voice to the
~er's yearning, even false hope-in which-case she
knowingly speaksfalsely, but the reader is in on thegame.
Or perhaps because the poem participates in Romantic
and lyric conventions, the speaker's claim can be read
as an epiphany preserved within the eternal moment
c:i rhe lyric, fixed in latlgU8ge lilce Wordsworth's ~spats
c:i time." I would BJgUe' that to some extent ~II~
. ~~are availab,le. However, in Gregg'.§ pae111, the
·- ,!':"";'
_.~~......ted w $\1 · · its own .J..
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and then you do.
The window is open, it is raining, then it has just
ceased. What is the use of poetry, friend?
And you, are you one of those girls?"

, ., ,... !' o uJ ,

exqutslt~ly made, yet
they retain enough frag·
mentiry edge to earn
the adjective 'raw.' The
boot's reach e xt..nds
beyond fonnal ~auty
to the informal powl!n

offeeling and thought.
There Is a penuasive
emotional and cerebzal
undertow to .Rosko's
meditations; she Is a poet of conscience who conhonts
the lar(lest ethical dilemmas without •uccumblns to
simpUcities. She is a breathtlkinfl,ln fact, thrilling
young poet who makes mt Wllllt to read and read and
write and wrtte. Surely that b the most telling praise,

the pl'Use that •hows."-Auca Pdt.TOw
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"Emlly Rosko's poems are

The poem describes an incident the authorial "you"
is remembering when as a thirreen-year-old girl she
woke up in a man's room in Rome unsure of where
she was and who she was with. The incident is staged
theatrically, but the language is not anr.tnsparem as in
Gregg's poem. "What is the use of poetry, friend ?"-a
self-reflexive question seemingly direct ed to the poet's
interlocutor-suggest s that this memory may be as
much the product of rhe speaker's narration as it is
auth entic or mimetic experience . The line can be read
either as a sigh of resignation or a questioning of the
grounds on which the poem is written. Read through
the Conversational conventim1s, the poem asks the
reader as the speaker's interlocutor and confidant
to consider what the purpose ci poetry is,. a question
which becom~ themati7.ed thro~ the remainder of
the poem.
Graham's authorial speaker narrates the poem from
the position of watching herself write the poem. Within
the meta-narration she constructs the trope of being
asleep for the un-self-rell.ective process of narration.
In the narrative
reader and poet conspire,
mesmerued by the post-Confessional lyric conventions
of memory-driven poetry, to insist upon · the poem's
textual representation of experience be allowed to stand
unquestioned for wthe real." The authorial narrator in
Graham's poem implores herself and her companion
(and by extension the reader) ~Don't wak.e up. Keep this
all in black and white.~ And later: "You wake up from
what? Have you been there!/ What is this loop called
41
be~ l:leating against the .enda I of thinasr' We can
read the
. manife8ted in Graham'• meta-narrative
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been there?" It is the process of composition that
constructs the narrative and controls how the story will
be recalled: "Do you want her to go home now! do you
want her late for school? I Here is her empty room, II a
trill of light on the white bedspread.""
The authorial voice writing the poem asks, "If I am
responsible, it is for what 1" 41 The question is quite
obviously rhetorical. Given our reliance as readers
upon Conversational conventions, we must determine
whether such an utterance and its suppotting evidence
shouldbe takenas false or true. Although, we understand
that the speaker rna y have invented the derails used
to mesmerize us into believing the authenticity of the
memory-driven narrative, we also understand that
the speaker knows she is using invention to drive the
process of composition:

If I am responsible, it is for what? rhe lield at the
end? the woman weeping in the row of color.;? the exact
shades of color? the actions of the night before?
Is therco a way to move through which make.'! it hard
enough-thorny, re
membered! Push. Push through with this girl
recalled down to the last bit of cartilage +<

: ' ;' ...., ••< '

~ ••

What Graham's speaker grapples with is that memory,
because it is a product of language, is inseparable from
the process of the poem's composition, which in fact
determines it. Because the speaker confides to us as
readers her struggle with these difficult issues, we read
such lines as belonging to the discourse of sincerity.
Graham further theatricalizes the writing process,
switching the narrative frame to "Twenty years later"'5
near Tte Siding, Wyoming, where the speaker watches
butterflies hatching. This second narrative serves not
only as the poem's lyric epiphany but also as a trope
for the meta-narrative of composing in language: "...
the new hatchlings 1/ everywhere-they're drying
in the grasses / -they lift their wings up I into the /1
groundwind-so many- II kick them gently to make
room--dusters lift with each step.''+~ Here the poem
provides the one detail that can mo3t readily be read
autobiographically as peculiar to the poet: the fact
that Graham lived in Tie Siding. The Conversational
conventions allow us to seize that detail, using it to
read the hatching butterflies as a self-reflexive trope.
The butterflies are becoming visible everywhere just
as the language does within the poem, which the
poet understands she must take responsibility for in
the process of writing the narrative that is pulling her
memory back to Rome. At the end of the poem when
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rhe earlier memory reasserrs itself what also becomes
visible-visible even by means of the line breaks which
call attention to the materiality of the language-is the
allegorizarion of the narrative: "and below the women
leaning, calling the price out handling I each fruit,
shaking the ditt off. "i7 The price of waking up &om
the dream -of the lyric self's mimetic authenticity is the
acceptance of memory as being a construct of language.
Hence, the speaker's skepticism toward language as the
medium of her remembrance: "Oh wake up, wake I up,
something moving through the air now, something in
the ground I that/ waits.''4 '
DISRUPTING SINCERiTY

Rilly Collins is another poet who, often working
Uwithin the Conversational mode, finds ways to
make the reader conscious of the attifi.ce behind the
construction of lyric self. His nuanced critique of what
he calls "memory-driven poetry" is one of the pleasures
that for a careful reader lies beneath the comedic
wit and the deceptive, seemingly attless surface of a
number of Collins's poems. ln "Osso Buco," Collins
constructs a speaker who takes pleasure in his gluttony.
Collins's poem begins at the speaker's dinner table, goes
on an inward journey as the speaker imagines places
of deprivation and hunger, and then returns to the
speaker's bedroom at the end ofthe night, where falling
asleep beside his companionable wife the speaker has
the poem's obligatory epiphany. "Osso Buco" not only
recapitulates the structure of the Conversation poem
but also questions the comforts readers receive from
the conventions of the Conversational mode. The
speaker tells us:
I am swaying now in the hour after dinner,

a citi2en tilted back on his chair,
a creature with a full stomachsomething you don't hear much about in poetry,
that sanctuary of hunger and deprivation.
You know: the driving rain, the boots by the door,
small birds searching for berries in winter.
But tonight, the Lion of contentment
has placed a warm, heavy paw on my chest,
and I can only close my eyes and listen
to the drums of woe throbbing the distance."'

m

The speaker's hyperbolic description of contentment
alerts thereader that the speaker's language ispotentially
untrue. The description of poetry, implicating the
reader/interlocutor with the all encompassing "you
know," similarly underscores the language's ironic
hyperbole: "the driving rain, the boots by the door,
/ small birds searching for berries in winter." The
irony is what drains away authority from the poem's
r epresentation of the genuine. Where is the genuine m
be found amid this language mottled with metaphor? It
is the poem's playful invention, rather than its fidelity
to the genuine, that is privileged.
I love the sound of the bone against the place
and the fortress-like look of it
lying before me in the moat of risotto,
the meat soft as the leg ofan angel
who has lived a purely airborne existence.
And best ofall, the secret marrow,
the invaded privacy·of the animal
prized out with a knife and swallowed down
with cold, exhilarating wine."'
I would also assert that the poem's figuration in this
first stanza, the act of eating Ossa Buco, thematizes the
c onventions of the Conversational mode; the object
of the reader's craving being the speaker's "invaded
privacy," "the secret marrow" which is "prized out"
with the knife of the poem. Permission to invade the
speaker;s privacy is a condition of the disCourse of
sincerity. Therein lies the reader's investment in the
speaker's acti.taliry as the poet's human presence.
. Collins's poem deliberately disnlpts the n:a,l:ler'$
actuality Qf the speaker by viQ~
investtrient in
the QnweDlltiOO.al. ~im .. that, .·~ .· ;~~;;~

the
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speak falsely. Thou~-:h it cannot be known how much
Collins's speaker falsifies, that he exaggerates when
referring to poetry as "that sanctuary of hunger and
deprivation" there is little doubt, aiming a barb at the
Post-Confessional poetic decorum ushered in by Lowell
that has depended on the author's self-dramatization
and encouraged the reader to indulge in a form of
psychologic9l rubber-necking. Collins's hyperbole is
read as satiric, one of the poem's trademark virtues, if
the work is to succeed. The reader, positioned by the
"you know" to be a co-conspiraror in the production of
the poem's ironic and comedic meaning.
Collins's use of such rhetorical artifice subverts the
poem's authenticity as readers have come to expect it,
following conventions of the Post-Confessional poetic
decorum. The question of the poem representing Billy
Collins's authentic lived-experience at the dinner
table is of little consequence. Yet the reader remains
positioned within the structure of the poem's narrative
to posit the speaker as being a representation of the
poet who has taken us into his confidence. The poem
does not resolve the matter of the speaker's authenticity
with its ending epiphany:
In a while, one of us will go up to bed

and the other one will follow.
Then we will slip below the surface of the night
into miles ofwater, drifting down and down
to the dark, soundless bottom
until the weight of dreams pull us lower still,
below the shale and layered rock,
below the strata of hunger and pleasure,
into the broken bones of the earrh itself,
into the marrow of the only place we know. 11

In the narrative, the "us" is presented as the speaker and
his wife. However, read according ro the conventions
of the Conversational mode, the "us" can represent the
speaker and readerfinrerlocutor, who have embarked
on a journey together through the uncertainties of the

in Jon Anderson's, Linda Gregg's, or Jorie Graham's
poems, the promotion of the reader's admiration for
an authorial agent who can use language to produce
such gluttonous pleasures remains central to Collins's
poetic strategy. In considering such recent examples
of poems in the Conversational mode, it should be
useful to remember Stephen Dunn's cautionary lines:
"Be careful f I would like to make you believe in me."
Such a disclaimer could be applied ro any poem whose
artifice invites aesthetic intimacy, and which seeks to
take the reader into irs confidence.
~!!]

ZO.Ibid.

21. Ibid.
Z2.lbid.

ZJ. StephenDurm,NewandSelec~dPoems !974-1994, (New
York: Nonon, 1994), 41.
Z4.lbid.
Z5.1bid.

26. Ibid.
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